Beyoncé
There aren’t enough adjectives in the dictionary to
describe the one and only Beyoncé. Originally a member of the
beloved band Destiny’s Child, she was born on September 4,
1981, in Houston, Texas. From 1997 to 2000, Destiny’s Child
climbed their way to the top of the music charts before the
singer started releasing solo albums. Her continued stardom
has led to a record-breaking career that hasn’t slowed down
yet.
“Crazy In Love” for one another, Beyoncé and rapper/business
mogul Jay-Z surprised the world with their secret celebrity
wedding on April 8, 2008. After years of friendship and
romance, the famous couple finally made their relationship and
love official. After announcing her celebrity baby news, the
star, with an already long list of impressive titles, became a
mother in 2012 when she welcomed daughter Blue Ivy. The new
celebrity mom stayed busy in the studio, releasing a new album
only a year later with absolutely no notice. Gaining more
praise than ever for the raw footage she shares in her videos
and lyrics, she explores the complex themes of feminism,
sexuality, and the joys of motherhood.
The world’s most admired celebrity couple co-headlined a world
tour. As they faced divorce speculation and other rumors of
celebrity scandal, the two shared their love with their fans
on their “On the Run Tour.” Nothing revved up more rumors
about this celebrity couple than Beyoncé’s latest album,
Lemonade. Queen Bey shocked the world yet again in April with
her album and visual album that made everyone wonder if Jay
had cheated on her. Later, she attended the Met Gala sans
hubby causing even more speculation. What did or did not
happen in this celebrity relationship is for Beyoncé to know
and us to never find out. The couple still seems to be going

strong.

